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SYNOPSIS 
With a growing recognition of the need for medial and marginal protection 

of traffic lanes, there has arisen the collateral problem of the proper design of 
such protection 

The Bureau for Street Traffic Research at Yale University has attempted a 
contribution toward this problem of design through the creation of two types of 
mechanical deflectors These designs have been aimed at several specific 
objectives (1) a device that will occupy a minimum of roadway width, (2) a 
device that will restrain and redirect the course of motor vehicles within the 
normal range of attacks without injury to the vehicle or its occupants, (3) a 
device that does not create related or secondary hazards, and (4) a device that 
can be installed economically 

The first of these has been designated as a "Channelled Traffic Deflector 
Plate " This is designed to redirect the course of vehicles impinging upon it, 
but under conditions which do not preclude a safe crossing of the deflector at 
the will of the operator 

The second has been designed as a "Parabolic Traffic Deflector " This is 
designed to accomplish the objectives set forth above, but under circumstances 
where it is impossible for the driver to cross the deflector It is therefore appli
cable under those conditions where traffic operations require the prohibition of 
passage beyond the area where the device is installed 

Both of the above devices have been submitted to tests m cooperation with the 
Highway Department of the State of Michigan and with the collateral coopera
tion of the General Motors Corporation 

Under normal operatmg conditions a 
roadway must make provision for the 
performance of four basic traffic func
tions, (1) stream function or the movement 
of traffic along the length of the roadway, 
(2) directional function or the simulta
neous movement of traffic in opposed 
directions, (3) mtersectional function or 
the movement of traffic across the road
way at reqmred places, and (4) marginal 
function or the channehzing of traffic 
with respect to roadside conditions 

If each of these functions could be 
performed with complete freedom there 
would be no congestion and there would 
be no accidents Conversely congestion 
and accidents arise from interferences 
in these functions which interferences 
may be expressed respectively as (1) 
internal stream friction, (2) medial fric
tion, (3) mtersectional fnotion, and (4) 
marginal friction 

The problem here projected deals with 
the directional function of the roadway 

and the related problem of medial f nction 
though it will be observed, as the dis
cussion precedes, that an adequate solu
tion of the medial problem has direct 
implications with respect to the marginal 
problem 

An ideal solution of the medial problem 
with its concomitants of mutual inter
ferences between opposed streams and 
its more violent results m head-on col
lisions would be achieved if roadways 
were one-way, in other words if opposed 
streams could be insulated by adequate 
space To a degree this ideal solution is 
approached m modern, multi-lane, di
vided highway construction Here the 
designer substitutes for the more hazard
ous medial friction a less hazardous 
marginal fnction 

While this type of roadway construc
tion is highly desirable and will undoubt
edly become standard design for major 
rural routes it must be recogmzed that 
there are many places where it is not 
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feasible. In general these include all of 
those locations where the designer is 
confronted with defimte restrictions in 
width of right of way, an almost universal 
condition in urban areas, and most 
acutely experienced in bridge construction 
or in elevated or depressed way design 
Under such restricted width conditions 
the problem of a physical separation of 
opposed streams resolves itself to the 
substitution of smtably designed elements 
requiring relatively httle space, for the 
insulating elements of space itself In 
addition, even where unhmited width is 
available, there is the ever-present prob
lem of a smtable treatment of the residual 
marginal fnctions which the dividmg strip 
has substituted for the otherwise active 
medial fnctions Furthermore there is 
the very practical problem of obtaimng 
maximum efficiency from an existing 
street and highway system much of 
which need not, and most of which could 
not be rebuilt 

Progressive protection against medial 
fnctions would appear to fall into three 
logical steps, (1) the visible definition of 
the medial area to orient dnvers in 
opposed streams, (2) a medial mecha-
msm which will add a sensory warmng to 
the already present visual warning and 
which will tend to deflect or redirect the 
course of a vehicle impinging upon the 
medial area but of such a character as 
not to take control of the vehicle nor to 
preclude a safe accidental or intentional 
crossing of the medial area, (3) a medial 
mechanism providmg both visual and 
sensory warnings which will positively 
deflect and redirect the course of an 
impmging vehicle, precluding an ac
cidental or intentional crossing of the 
medial area, and without creating hazards 
for the vehicle or its occupants under any 
normal conditions of attack 

Great progress has been made toward a 
solution of the first of these steps This 
IS to be found, of course, in the wide and 
rapidly mcreasmg use of the center hne 

of pamt or other matenal It is probable 
that it is the most thoroughly valuable 
traffic aid afforded Amencan motonsts 
today, and highway officials should be 
praised for their recognition and use of 
its values It deserves standard uni
versal apphcation, and there is an urgent, 
present need for a much more general 
use m urban areas 

There are some who conscientiously 
beheve that the duty of the street and 
highway designer should end with this 
step They hold that having given due 
visible warning of a hazard the responsi-
bihty for avoidance is shifted to the 
operator, and that enforcement should 
remove those who fail. There would be 
logic in this position were it not for the 
almost universal falhbihty of the human 
machine for which no satisfactory pre-
detection methods have been developed, 
and were it not for the fact that unoffend
ing persons are too frequently the victims 
of errors on the part of others At any 
rate no substantial harm can anse from 
an exploration of the possibihties of 
providing added gmdance or even control 
for those situations where an error in 
judgment may prove critical 

Attention is directed to step two m 
the progressive protection agamst medial 
fnctions here restated, "a medial mech
anism which will add a sensory warnmg 
to the already present visual warnmg 
and which will tend to deflect or redirect 
the course of a vehicle impmgmg upon 
the medial area but of such a character 
as not to take control of the vehicle nor 
to preclude a safe accidental or inten
tional crossmg of the medial area" 
A proposed solution for this problem has 
been projected by Professor T. M. 
Matson of the Yale Bureau for Street 
Traffic Research. As its basic operating 
pnnciple he has utihzed the well known 
action of tires popularly referred to as 
"clmg" or the tendency of a tire to follow 
the hne of a depression m which it rests 
m whole or m part It is most commonly 
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experienced in a mild form in the action 
of tires on street car "U" rails. The 
Matson principle takes practical form 
in a so-called "channeled deflector plate." 
The plate used in the tests later described 
had a total width of 25-in. and was 
formed of ^-in. structural steel cor
rugated so as to form channels approxi
mately 4-in. center to center and If-in. 
deep, tapered or skewed to the longi
tudinal center line of the plate and the 
roadway at an angle of 42 to 1 (Fig. 1). 

medial area, and without creating hazards 
for the vehicle or its occupants under any 
normal conditions of attack." 

The author obtained the basic principle 
for a proposed solution of this problem 
from a very humble source. He ob
served in the operation of roller coasters 
that lateral curvatures far too severe 
to be controlled by rails or banking were 
safely accommodated by guiding guard 
rails on the outer sides of the curves 
against which the rapidly moving cars 

Figure 1. Channeled Deflector Plate 

Subsequently a plate with corrugations 
8-in. center to center and approximately 
3-in. m depth with steeper channel sides 
was developed. 

Attention is now directed to step three 
in the progressive protection against 
medial frictions restated as follows: 
"A medial mechanism providing both 
visual and sensory warnings which will 
positively deflect and redirect the course 
of an impinging vehicle, precluding an 
accidental or mtentional crossing of the 

made contact through side rollers. 
There was thus created a rolling contact 
which, while resulting in some severity 
of action, made it possible for the car to 
negotiate exceedingly sharp curves at 
relatively high speeds. 

Since it appeared to be impracticable 
to provide side rollers upon motor ve
hicles for rolling contacts with guard 
rails, he conceived the idea of so tilting 
the vehicle that the normal wheels would 
serve not only to carry the vehicle but to 
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provide a rolling contact with the guiding 
element. Through various stages of 
development, this principle took ul
timate practical form in a so-called 
"parabolic deflector." As submitted to 
the test hereinafter described, this para
bolic deflector was fabricated from i-in. 
structural steel sheets into a modified 
"A" section approximately 30-in. at the 
base and approximately 18-iu. in height. 
The "A" section was designed to straddle 
the middle line of the highway, the sides 

accommodate more than moderate 
loads. 

The "parabolic deflector" produces 
several complex functions more or less 
simultaneously under attack. It re
directs the impinging front wheel as 
this wheel attempts to climb the curved 
and sloped surface of the deflector thus 
resulting in a rotation of the vehicle on 
its horizontal axis. This, of course, 
is no more than is accomplished by a 
direct contact between a moving vehicle 

Figure 2. Parabolic Traffic Deflector 

or legs of the section being flush with the 
pavement and arising by curves and 
tangents to the peak of the structure 
(Fig. 2). 

The test structure was a modification 
of the fully developed design of the 
parabolic deflector which provided for a 
height of 4|-ft. on a 45-ft. base. This 
larger structure was designed to absorb 
the full impact of critical attacks. It 
was not anticipated, therefore, that the 
test structure of smaller size would 

and a fixed vertical barrier except that 
in the "parabolic deflector" the rotation 
is a progressive one, initially mild on the 
lower slope and increasingly severe on 
the upper slope, thus providing a less 
violent transition in the rotation. 

Concurrent with the horizontal rota
tion, there is a vertical rotation. The 
front impinging wheel is raised progres
sively and the following rear wheel is 
successively raised as it impinges on the 
sloped sides of the deflector. This latter 
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vertical rotation of the vehicle counter
acts the overturnmg moments m the mass 
of the vehicle and provides, through a 
very short but ample transition, for what 
IS equivalent to a substantial super
elevation of the surfaces upon which the 
vehicle is operatmg. 

There is a third and highly important 
function m addition to the purely me
chanical actions descnbed The "para
bolic deflector" is so designed that no 
portion of the vehicle other than the 
tires can at any time be in contact with 
the structure The tires thus serve as 
rollmg pneumatic bumpers to absorb a 
substantial proportion of the thrusts 
created by the rotary transitions de
scnbed and to matenally soften the 
impacts 

The "channeled deflector plate" and 
the "parabohc deflector" have been sub
mitted to exhaustive tests as a coopera
tive project between the Bureau for 
Street Traffic Research in Yale Umversity 
and the Highway Department of the 
State of Michigan The Highway De
partment, through the cordial coopera
tion of Commissioner Murray Van Wag
oner and his staff, assisted matenally m 
structural design and through the con
struction, placement and testing of the 
mechamsms ^ The tests also had the 
valuable cooperation of the staff of the 
General Motors Teetmg Ground and 
particularly the advantage of special 
instrumentation 

A 300-ft section of each type of de
flector was installed medially in an 
abandoned two-lane concrete roadway 
east of Weberville, Michigan The tests 
were conducted August 22 to August 
25, 1938 mclusive 

Test vehicles were selected to give a 
wide range of vehicle reaction They 
mcluded a Model A Ford Coupe, a 1936 
Plymouth Coach, a 1936 Chevrolet 

1 Mr Fred Taylor, Director, Highway Plan
ning Survey, was in charge of the tests for the 
Department 

Coach, a 1936 Oldsmobile Coach, a 
1̂ -ton Dodge truck, a 3 -̂ton Dodge truck, 
a 7-ton Federal truck and a 15 ton water 
truck, the latter bemg employed to test 
the static strength of the deflectors 

With these vehicles, a series of tests 
was run upon each of the deflectors 
through all of those ranges of speeds, 
angles of attack and surface conditions 
likely to be encountered in normal 
traffic operation In the passenger car 
classification speeds were employed from 
ten miles per hour to sixty miles per hour 
and in the truck classification, from ten 
miles per hour to the maximum speed of 
each test vehicle For all vehicles, two 
angles of attack were employed, one 
series being 1 m 10 and the other 1 in 
20 Conditions of pavement and de
flector surface were varied from normal 
dry to saturated wetness and some tests 
were conducted with the pavement and 
barner greased to simulate glare ice 
conditions The majority of the tests 
were conducted with a drifting attack so 
far as steenng was 'concerned, the driver 
releasing any pressure on the steenng 
wheel once the angle of approach had 
been established Some special tests 
were conducted with violent steenng 
mto or away from the structure at the 
time of contact 

Complete photographic records were 
made of the test both with still cameras, 
with normal motion picture cameras and 
with high speed motion picture cameras 
In addition, the General Motors Cor
poration made a very great contnbution 
through the operation of a test car 
(1938 Chevrolet Coach) fully instru
mented to measure precisely vehicle 
reactions Many of the above techmcal 
results are yet to be fully analyzed and, 
m conclusion, attention is directed there
fore to the more obvious and immediately 
practical results 

The "channel deflector plate" provides 
a very substantial mcrease m the poten
tial visibihty of medial marker, the chan-
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nelled slopes affording maximum visi-
bihty for paint The skew of the visible 
channels bemg continuously toward the 
nght side of the roadway establishes an 
optical illusion and a psychological re
action to steer away from the medial hne 
of the highway, a reaction expenenced 
generally by the test drivers The plate 
provides a definite and sharp sensory 
warning to the dnver of a vehicle im
pinging upon it It was impossible, 
however, to obtam any violent vehicle 
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Figure 3. Comparative Performance on 
Channeled Deflector. The angle of contact 
was 2°52' in all cases except that of the model 
A Ford at 50 m.p.h. which was 5°43'. The ar
row indicates the point at which the left front 
wheel drifts into the deflector. 

reactions at any speed or angle of attack 
with the plate and the pavement either 
wet or dry. 

Drivers were able to cross the plate 
freely with intention at any speed or 
angle of attack This held even for the 
short section of 3-in channel plate which 
was installed to test exaggerated prob
lems 

The deflector plate defimtely tends to 
redirect the course of freely impinging 
vehicles as was the result in the majonty 
of the tests However, this deflection 

and redirection is by no means positive 
and could not be depended upon with 
certamty at higher speeds and with com
paratively sharp angles of attack (Fig 3) 

The performance of the "parabohc 
deflector" was rather surpnsmg consider-
mg the fact that it was of junior size and 
did not have a computed capacity to 
absorb full unpacts The full series of 
tests resulted in no damage to any vehicle 
or occupant ^ Most tests were nm with 
a dnver and one or more passengers 
In each test the vehicle automatically 
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Figure 4 Average Performance of Passen
ger Cars and Trucks, Drifting Approach, De
flector Dry, Angles of Contact 2°S2' and S°43'. 

left the barrier at approximately the same 
angle as the attack No violence m 
steering was noted at any speed At 
speeds up to 40 miles per hour, there was 
little recorded violence m the movement 
of the body of the vehicle Body move
ment increased in general with speed 
Each of the passenger vehicles, however, 
attacked the barrier repeatedly at the 
lower angle of approach at speeds of 

* Some rubber was worn from the running 
board of one test car and one vehicle required 
slight wheel re-abgnment 
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60 miles per hour It should be noted 
here that even on a 4-lane highway acute 
angles of attack at high speeds are nor
mally impossible The high speed tests 
showed some violence in car reaction but 
this violence did not extend to the point 
of resultmg m damage to the vehicle, in 
hazard to the occupants and, in no case, 
in a result affectmg the full control of 
the vehicle (Fig 4) 

It was the concensus of the observers 
and dnvers that the "parabohc deflector" 

would absorb impacts substantially above 
those imposed but that the full values 
from the test had been denved without 
the necessity of proceeding to a pomt 
where cntical reactions rmght be ap
proached 

It I S the intention of the Yale Bureau 
for Street Traffic Research to continue 
its research work m this field lookmg 
toward refinement of the structures 
descnbed and the design of related types 
of structures 

DISCUSSION ON T R A F F I C DEFLECTORS 

M R G . W DAVIS, Distnct of Columbia 
What IS the pedestnan's relation to the 
parabolic deflector at pomts between 
mtersections' The big problem m Wash-
mgton IS pedestnan control So far we 
have not had very much luck controllmg 
them and I should like to know what, if 
any, results you have had m handhng the 
so-called "jay-waUcer " 

DR. MCCLINTOCK. This test mstalla-
tion was on an abandoned piece of rural 
highway; there were no pedestrians and 
we hopped back and forth over the bar
rier. If the semor deflectors were used 
they would preclude any pedestnan cross
ing other than at designated places 

PROF J . T THOMPSON, Johns Hopkins 
University: Are there any estimates of 
cost of the deflectors' 

D R . MCCLINTOCK We know of course 
the costs of the two types of deflectors as 
used m the tests, but that cost would not 
reflect the ultimate cost of production m 
mass after dies were constructed for that 

purpose The parabohc deflector can 
also be constructed from steel plates or 
from pre-cast or cast in place concrete 
and as you can readily see by rather 
simple forms Costs will vary accordmg 
to prevailmg local conditions, but I can 
assure you they will be qmte low. 

PROF. THOMPSON What were you able 
to observe with respect to approximate 
drivmg distance from the deflectors? 

D R MCCLINTOCK The normal dnver 
will dnve closer to the deflector than he 
will to a vertical barner. High speed 
drivers wdl drive matenally farther away 
from the parabohc deflector than they 
would from the center hne itself 

PROF THOMPSON Would it be three 
feet'—four and one-half feet' 

D R MCCLINTOCK- I question if nor
mal practice would show a three foot 
clearance except at very high speeds It 
IS not contemplated however, that the 
parabolic devider could be used without 
a compensating widening of the roadway 




